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INVARIANT MEASURES FOR THE 
GROSS-PIATEVSKII EQUATION 
By J. BOURGAIN 
Introduction and statement of the result 
In this paper, we continue a line of investigation initiated in the paper of Lebowitz- 
Rose-Speer [L-R-S] on invariant Gibbs measures for the nonlinear Schriidinger equation 
(NLS). We first recall the general setting and different aspects of the problem. In finite 
dimensional phase space, it follows from Liouville’s theorem that the Lebesgue measure 
on R2n is invariant under the Hamiltonian flow 
dH dH 
Iji=- &=-- (i=l,...,n) 
hi 8Pi 
with Hamiltonian H(pl j . . . , pn : ql: . . . , qn). Hence, since the Hamiltonian H is preserved, 
the (Gibbs) measures 
(4 dv = e-FIy=~dp,id,~ 
on W2” are also invariant under the flow. 
It turns out that also for certain infinite dimensional systems, Gibbs measures of the 
form (2) may be rigorously constructed and shown to be invariant for the corresponding 
dynamics. We consider the case of the NLS with periodic boundary conditions in 
dimension D 
(3) 
with Hamiltonian 
The “+” (resp. “-” st 
d as a Fourier seies.g 
n correspond to the “defocusing” (resp. “focusing”) cases. Writing 
;
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our choice of the canonical coordinates {I)~). q,, },,Ez~) is: 
(which, for the sake of finite dimensional approximations, is more practical than 
Rc 6, (:I:), Irn$(:r)). 
Letting j3 = 1 (i = temperature in statistical physics), rewrite (2) as 
In this formula, &L denotes (up to normalization) the standard Wiener measure, induced 
by the random Fourier series 
(8) 
where the {glL1r2 E Z”} are independent normalized complex Gaussian random variables. 
The main idea is that (up to approximate renormalizations) (7) may be given a sense as 
a “weighted” Wiener measure, with density e T$ ,I’ ibi” (the ii-)) sign is defocusing). For 
the D = 1 defocusing case, this is trivial since (8) defines almost surely (a.s.) a function 
in L”( T”) n Hi-(Td). In the D = 2 defocusing case, (8) defines a random field and 
the moments Jrd l#‘d .7: are a.s. infinite. However, for p an even integer, this problem 
is solved by a well-known procedure known as “Wick ordering” (qfi [G-J] for instance) 
which consists in replacing I+[” by the corresponding Hermite polynomial : I# : obtained 
by orthogonalization wrt the Gaussian measure (the complex case is similar to the real 
case, up to the coefficients of the polynomials). It then turns out that s : l$&jr’ : is given 
by an a.s. convergent expression and. moreover, the new density e . ~ I’:1415 on the Wiener 
space is in npcn= LP(d b). This normalization procedure of (7) is an older result from 
constructive quantum field theory. 
We now turn to the focusing case. For D = 1, the expression ep . “‘” is well-defined 
‘1 
but is not an integrable density on the Wiener space. The novel idea to resolve this was 
introduced in [L-R-S]. One observes that besides the Hamiltonian H(4), also the L2-norm 
is invariant under the flow of (3) and, for D = 1, as. finite. Considering the “restricted” 
Gibbs measure to a ball in L2-space 
it is shown in [L-R-S] that: 
(i) For p < 6 and any cutoff B, (10) yields a normalized measure 
(ii) For p = 6, the same is true provided B is sufficiently small 
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(iii) For p > 6, the factor in (10) is not integrable, for any B. 
The exponent p = 6 is closely related to the blowup theory for the 1D focusing NLS 
(11) iut + u,, + +I4 = 0 
with critical nonlinearity, for which solutions with sufficiently large L2-norm may blow up. 
The problem with the preceding construction in the focusing 2Dcase is the fact that 
11$1j2 is not a.s. finite. However, the Wick ordering L2-norm 
is a.s. finite (both in D = 2,s) and invariant under the NLS flow. A. Jaffe showed that 
(in the real case) 
( 13) (X[J:,O,‘:<B, e S’4i:)dp, 
yields a normalization of the 20 Gibbs measure with cubic nonlinearity (see [B-J-W] for 
an application to invariant measures of nonlinear wave equations). 
Unfortunately, the construction (13) barely misses the quartic nonlinearity : [$I4 :. This 
problem was investigated in detail in the recent paper [B-S] and, essentially speaking, one 
of the conclusions is that (considering finite dimensional models) neither by restriction 
of the L2-norm ,\ 14N12 < B (leading after normalization to limit measures singular 
wrt Wiener measure) nor by restriction of the Wick-ordered L2-norm s : 14N12 :< B, 
acceptable invariant measures may be obtained in the limit for N -+ co. Here $nr = PN+b 
stands for the truncation ClnlcN 6(n)@.“. These difficulties are related to the criticality 
of the quartic nonlinearity in 20, i.e. the 2Dfocusing cubic NLS 
(14) iut + au + ulu12 = 0 
(replacing (11) in 20) is the conformally invariant equation in 20 admitting blowup 
solutions for sufficiently large L2-norm. 
In this paper, we will replace in 20 and 30 the equation (14) by the following variant 
of it (which, following [P-R], we call the Gross-Piatevskii equation): 
( 15) iut + au + (IUI” * V)u = 0 
where the nonlinearity is tempered by convolution with a real interaction potential V. In 
20, any decay property of the Fourier transform of V 
( 16) 12’(n)/ < InleE for 1721 + cx: 
(for any E > 0) will allow normalization of the Wick-ordered Gibbs measure by restriction 
of the Wick-ordered L2-norm (in the spirit of (13)). In 30, the same result is achieved 
if we assume 
(17) IP( < Jnl-2--E for 1711 --+ cc, 
(this decay rate corresponds essentially to the Coulomb potential h) 
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So far, only the justification of the formal Gibbs measure was discussed. The second 
problem is to prove that this measure is indeed invariant under the flow of (3). This 
program was initiated in the paper of [L-R-S]. Since we are considering Gibbs measures 
that (after suitable normalization) are absolutely continuous wrt the Wiener measure, the 
first issue is to establish a well-defined flow for data of the form (8). This is an initial 
value problem of a “non-classical” type where the data considered has low regularity. 
Research in this direction has been pursued more recently by many authors for various 
evolution equations and various purposes. Methods of Harmonic Analysis have proven to 
be powerful in this respect and often lead to the best known results (see for instance [Gil 
for some recent developments). In our particular problem, the data $U is moreover random. 
Combining these harmonic analysis methods and more probabilistic arguments, this feature 
is crucially used. Results are obtained for “typical” data, i.e. a.s. in w, which would be 
false otherwise. Observe at this point that this problem on the regularity of the data (8) 
becomes worse when the dimension increases. For D = 1 (8) defines a.s. a function in 
the Sobolev space H+-(T), as mentioned earlier. For U = 2, (8) defines a distribution in 
Ho- ( U2) and in D = 3 in H-f - (T”). The role of probabilistic considerations becomes 
therefore more significant for increasing dimension. 
In [Bl], results from [B3] were used to settle the Cauchy problem aspects in D = 1 and 
establish invariance of the Gibbs-measure constructed in [L-R-S] in all cases the measure 
is normalizable as described above. For p > 4, due to shortcomings of [B3] dealing with 
the Cauchy problem for NLS with periodic boundary conditions, a probabilistic argument 
is exploited in order to establish a dynamics global in time for almost all data, starting 
from the local wellposedness result for the initial value problem 
I 
%7Lt + 71,,,,r f +p-2 = 0, 
u(0) = (;‘I, 
for any given d, E H”(T) with s > max (0, i - &), established in [B3]. The size of the 
time-interval involved here is bounded from below in terms of /l$ll~~. For 0 < s < 1, this 
quantity is not apriori bounded by an invariant of motion. A key idea is to use the “Gibbs 
measure invariance” as a substitute for a conserved quantity, which permits us to establish 
global solutions almost everywhere on the phase space. This idea applies in a general 
context, in dimension 20, and is also used in this work. The point is that, essentially, a 
well-defined (invariant) dynamics only needs to be established locally in time. 
The corresponding problem is worked out in [B2] for the 2D-defocusing NLS 
(19) %ut - .A?/, + 1Ll’fL12 = 0 
or, more precisely, its modification obtained by Wick renormalization 
(20) iUf - au + ?L(~fL~2 - 2 
J’ 
l,ul”) = 0. 
Here the typical data (8) are distributions in Ho- (T”), while the PDE-result from [B3] 
yields local wellposedness of the IVP 
for 4 E H”(T2), s > 0. 
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The analysis here relies therefore more strongly on probabilistic arguments, compared 
with the 1D case. The result from [B2] states that the solution of the truncated equations 
converge a.s. to a unique limit in H”(P), s < 0 and the resulting flow has the normalized 
Gibbs measure 
(23) e-J:l+l”: - IId = lilim e ’ ~:ld”l”: n(j2($ 
as invariant measure (see [B2] for more precise statements). 
The purpose of the present work is to carry out this line of research for the equation (15). 
First we consider the corresponding Gibbs-measures and next the problem of a well-defined 
dynamics. The space dimension D = 3. For D = 2, the first issue is easily taken care 
of assuming a decay of the form (16) for p, as indicated in sections 2 of the paper. The 
second issue on the flow is a consequence of [B2], since the local in time analysis does 
not depend on whether the equation is focusing or defocusing. Thus if D = 2, replacing 
(19) by (15), (16), the conclusion of [B2] remains valid. 
The Hamiltonian corresponding to equation (15) is given by 
(24) fw) = / lW2 - / 141’(14” * V) 
and the L2-norm J ]~$]~dz is also a conserved quantity. 
In order to deal with the O-Fourier mode problem, we reinterpret -A as -A + p, p > 0, 
adding some mass term pu to the equation. Renormalizing the second term in (24) 
considering the Wick ordered truncated Hamiltonians yields 
(25) Hl(4N) = .I l4Nl”.(l$hl” * V) - @I) 2 [ uN/IlhNi2 -a&] 
where 
+N = PNQ, = c s(n) ein.x and aN = c 
bl<N 
PROPOSITION 1. - Assume the Fourier transform ? of V satisfies a decay assumption 
(26) lV(7~)l < InleP for ]n] --+ cc 
for some /3 > 2. Then Hl($N) N’03 - H,(4) almost surely with respect to Wiener measure 
and the Gibbs-measures 
restricted to the ball s : ( q5N I2 : < B (B an arbitrary cutoff) converge to a weighted 
Wiener measure 
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PROPOSITION 2. - The same conclusion as in Proposition I holds if we assume V satisfying: 
V E L”(T”) for some p > 3, 
V < C pointwise, 
The main result of the paper is the following: 
PROPOSITION 3. - Assuming V satisjies (26), consider the corresponding truncated NLS 
(32) 
i.e. 
(33) iil.iv + AlLN + (I&-# * V)ufi- - CLjJqO)UN = 0 
and the solutions {UN} of the IVP 
(34 (33); U\T(O) = PAV$. 
Then, for almost all 4 in the support of the Wiener measure p, the sequence {UN} converges 
in the space CH.~ (J-J) [0, 7’1, s < -i, for any time interval [0, T]. The resultingjow has (28) 
as invariant measure. 
Thus condition (26) tempers sufficiently the quartic nonlinearity to ensure first that the 
Gibbs measure construction (28) produces a normalized measure absolutely continuous wrt 
Wiener measure and, secondly, the PDE-issue of constructing the flow may be carried out 
(it is well known in NLS-theory, that the Cauchy problem is an issue depending essentially 
on the strength of the nonlinearity). 
As it turns out, the normalization problem of the Gibbs measure is relatively easy; 
the condition (26) (corresponding to the Coulomb potential) on the multiplier seems 
optimal with this construction, if no extra assumptions are made (Prop. 2 corresponds to a 
defocusing case). Observe that in 20, (26) should be replaced by the assumption 
(35) IP( < /~t,l-~ for 1711 -+ cx:. for some E > 0. 
This will be clear from the argument given in the next section. As mentioned before, it 
was shown in [B-S] that, in 20, Wick ordering the nonlinearity J : 141” : and restriction 
of the Wick-ordered L2-norm .I : l$j2 :, J ‘us misses to normalize the Gibbs measure of 20 t 
focusing cubic NLS. Hence, in 20, a slight tempering of the nonlinearity of the form (35) 
is necessary in the focusing case. As far as establishing a unique flow for the 2D-problem, 
the method of [B2] applies equally well to equation (15) and in fact the presence of the 
V-convolution makes it easier (at this stage we consider the Cauchy problem locally in time 
with a random data and there is no distinction between focusing and defocusing cases). 
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In the 30 case however, establishing the existence of the flow leads to new difficulties. 
This is by far the most technical part of the paper. The argument simplifies greatly if, in 
the assumption (26) one takes p > g, essentially speaking because 
and the V-convolution maps then H-l(T”) to Hi+(U”) c A(T”) c L"(U') where 
A(U") denotes the space of absolutely convergent Fourier series on the SD-torus U". We 
thought it worthwhile, however, to try to reach the result on the flow under the same 
hypothesis (17), which seems anyway necessary in Prop. 1. In fact, for this issue, I expect 
the result to be non-optimal. One of the origins of difficulty compared with the 20 case 
is our poor understanding of periodic Strichartz’ inequalities in D = 3. These inequalities 
play an important role in the IVP theory for NLS, both in the non-periodic and periodic 
case (cj [B3], [Gil). The periodic counterpart of the classical inequality [Str] 
(S7) 
is expected to be 
(the inequality fails for E = 0). 
Now inequality (38) is proven for D = 1,2 (see [B3]) but, for D = 3, we have only at 
our disposal the weaker inequality (see inequality (13) in section 3): 
(obtained by interpolation between (38) and the obvious bound ]le’““$jlL- < 
waH~+(T:I)). 1 m roving this is an interesting and difficult problem on exponential P 
sums and would also yield improvements in the present work. 
There is a rather intricate mixture of these Harmonic Analysis methods, in the spirit of 
[B3], with more probabilistic techniques, in particular bounds on certain types of “random 
matrices” as considered in Appendices 1, 2, 3 of the paper. I believe this interplay is of 
an independent interest and is certainly not fully explored. Part of our analysis involves 
unfortunately some tedious case by case studies and we urge the reader not to take 
technicalities to seriously. As in the 1D and 20 case, once the Cauchy problem is taken 
care of local in time, a global result is obtained exploiting the invariance of the measure 
(introducing some arbitrary cutoff in order to make the argument rigorous). The reader 
may wish at this point to look at [Bl, 21 (see also [B4] for a more expository account) for 
details on this procedure which was not elaborated on again in this work (it is identical 
to the argument in the 2D-case, [BZ]). 
The paper is organized as follows. The next two sections contain the proofs of Prop. 1 
and Prop. 2 resp. The proof of Prop. 3 occupies the remaining sections. 
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In this Introduction, we did by no means review all literature on the invariant measure 
problems for PDE’s. In particular, in the context of NLS and NLW, there are works by 
Friedlander [Fr], Zhidkov [Zh], McKean-Vaninsky [McK-V], and McKean [McK]. 
The methods used by these authors often have a more general probabilistic orientation, 
with as counterpart, a less precise information on the flow. As far as I know, all this 
work is exclusively 1D. 
One remarkable point concerning the normalizability problem for Gibbs-measures of 
NLS in the focusing case is its close relation to blowup phenomena in the classical theory. 
Roughly speaking, this may be understood as follows. After normalization, the measure 
would be forced to live essentially on “blowup data”, which however is incompatible with 
the invariance properties under the flow. It seems worthwhile to investigate this aspect 
more as a continuation of [L-R-S] and [B-S]. 
Another issue that seems most interesting, but almost not understood, is the ergodicity 
properties of the invariant Gibbs measures. We should exclude here certain integrable 
cases, such as the 1D cubic NLS Cut + u,~ rt r~l~j’ = 0, for which the various conserved 
quantities allow to produce infinitely many invariant measures. 
Finally, the most important challenge is perhaps the question if we may produce an 
invariant measure which is supported by smooth functions. From a classical point of view, 
this is indeed the main shortcoming of the Gibbs measures produced from the Hamiltonian, 
especially in higher space dimension. Basically, in the generic case, these and invariant 
measures constructed from invariant KAM tori, seem to be so far the only known ones. 
1. Estimates for general multipliers 
Denote by {gn} a sequence of complex independent normalized Gaussian random 
variables. 
(1) Nonlinearity 
Let 
WbN) = 
.I’ 
lhVl”.(~hv~” * V) - P(O) 2 [ ~~JMiv12-a$] 
\ , 
V = real smoothing function. 
Assume 
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(2) Measure 
Let 
(3) Distributional inequalities 
(i) Assume 
0)) / : 1qbj2 := C ‘Llrt,t < B(= constant) 
hence 
c Id2 
Ilbj<hf 
m < CM + c ‘“g l 
l?ll<Af 
< CM + B + c 
I IL 1 > Al 
‘“$; ‘. 
One has 
(1) P [I c lgn1121- l n2 I 1 > CM < e?? Inl>Al 
Fix ,I > 1. One gets thus, assuming (0) 
(2) 5 M + X1’3, VM. 
except on a set of measure < eCx. 
(ii) Estimate, assuming (0) 
Denote 
71~4 = I s,upM IF(n)] 
nru 
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There is (n( - M, n # 0 with 
(4) I i&q > (j&J2 
and we estimate the probability for (4). 
Write 
(5) ia%) = -j-g ,~.~~7;t, (I . la means (I . I2 + p)““). 
If n/r > Al/a, estimate (5) by 
If M < Al/“, use (2) to estimate (5) by 
(7) 
Fix K > Al/“. Since again by (1) we may assume that: 
(8) c h-n I2 ,jlNK Ij - d2 + P < K5 
except on a set of measure eeK3, a standard decoupling argument (n # 0) yields by (8) that 
Letting 
(10) 
wx [I 
Yj3j-,, ,j,-K ljl lj _ nl > x2 < cK’j + &K”K-‘. c I 1 
(9) yields by hypothesis on vM the following bound 
Thus choosing the sequence { a~} satisfying (10) approximately, we may ensure that 
(12) P(0) 
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For given M, put 
(13) 
(M taking dyadic values). 
If M < Al/“, clearly (&-) 1’2 > X1/” and hence, by (7), (12) 
(14) + > (A)‘“] < e-X-M.3 +e--hf’% 
Consequently, also 
(15) 
The same 
Writing 
it follows 
( 16) 
(4) 
Since 
C3) < M3(,-x-nS + e-M9,) N e-x-Af” + e-.?Px. 
estimate holds for A4 > X1/“. 
from the preceding that 
Hl(4) = cm%, . m-4. %) + W) 
n#O 
(J:1412:)2 
(16) implies 
(17) P(O)[fh($) > Xl 5 cCX, 
(where C may be chosen arbitrarily large). 
Thus the Gibbs measure defined above is normalized. 
(5) Remarks 
(i) In the focusing case, the assumption Ip(n)I < ]nlP2-’ is essentially the best possible 
in previous construction, since clearly requiring 
h(w) = Ign(W)I for 14 < N 
we get that on a set of ~(0) measure at least eecN” 
Hl(+N) > VN.N.N.N” 
(ii) In the 2Dcase, the condition on V becomes 
IP(n)I < 1121-E for 172) i 00 
(for some E > 0). In fact a logarithmic decay suffices. See [B-S] in this respect. 
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2. Estimates with specific nonlinearity 
(1) For V satisfying certain additional conditions, we establish the previous result under 
less restrictive decay assumption for V. The present situation will be essentially defocusing. 
(2) lQ(n,) < ,7p 
The expectation of the first term is 
( c 1 1 1 n: n; n; In1 - n: + ng In1 ‘,,,2, 
n # 0. 
provided 
This estimate applies also to the third and fourth term of (1). 
Rewrite the second term of (1) as 
(4) J’ lx l&4 I 2 f?” 2v(s)d:r. T” 
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By Hausdorff-Young inequality, for q > 2: 
provided 2q’ > 3, thus q < 3. Hence (4) will be a..~. bounded if 
(5) v E L3+(T3). 
(2) Assume further V bounded from above 
C(j) v < c. 
Then clearly, since UN 5 N, 
H1(dJN) < C[/,4d2+N]2. 
Recall that 
except on a set of measure < eeX. 
Hence, fixing X and letting Na - X1/‘, we get 
except on a set of measure < eeCX. 
(3) Consider again the Gibbs measure 
For fixed X, we need to estimate 
mes [HI(~) > 4. 
From the preceding, letting NO - 6, we have, cJ (7) 
HI (4,~” ) < i except on a set of measure < eecx. 
Thus we may consider 
(9) 
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Return to (1). The second term is bounded by (4), hence by: 
(10) (c ,g(7L),2q-)2’q- 
for some Q < 3. Write 
For N1 N A, the first term of (1 I) is bounded by Nt” N Al/‘, except on a set of 
measure < eeCX. Estimate the second term writing 
(12) 
except for A in a set of measure < e xx Hence the second term of (11) is at most 
A*+ except on a set of measure < eP cx Consequently, also (10) < X except on a . 
set of measure < e-“‘. 
In estimating (9) we are thus reduced to the contribution of the first term (and the last 
two terms that may be treated similarly, in fact which are easier). Since we consider the 
difference Hr (4) - HI ($N,, ), No N ~6, we may assume say 
Furthermore, since all indices 7~~~ 7L2, Q; rzn4 are distinct, a standard decoupling argument 
permits us to consider in the products 
the different factors as independent. 
(4) Specify levels Inil - Ni(i = 1,2,3,4) where: 
and estimate 
assuming independence of the consecutive factors, according to preceding discussion. 
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Consider the expression as a random variable in wl, ~2, thus 
For fixed rzl, nz, write 
C &n3) 4(m) = $ C i&n1 - n2 + n3) sLB(w3) 
", -rLl+n:j--nq=" /"3l--N3 
l"31" N3 3 I n 4 I - N4 In 1 "2 + "3 I - N4 
as a TV in ws with square function bounded by 
N,‘P+XW 
NI except on a set of measure 
< ePCX. Hence we get that 
(I-8) c 
n-n~+n~3-TL~=o 
J(n3) $(n4)/ < (A + 10gNr)l’~ “:‘:; “‘“, 
except on a set of measure < ePcx. 
From (18), the square function of (17) is then bounded by 
Assume 
(20) 
Then 
[P(n)/ < /7x-” for some o > 2. 
(19) < (A + log NI)“~ 
Nil2 + ~116 Nil2 
N3 x 
and from the distributional properties for sums of products of Gaussians 
(22) mes[](17)] > X] < exp - X 
Nl& 
(A + 10gN#/~ N;‘2 (N,“” + Xr/6) 1 . 
In case Nr N N3 2 X1j2, clearly (22) < ePCX. 
If Nr >> N3, then necessarily Nr N N2. In this case we refine a bit preceding analysis. 
Fix M > Ns to be specified and partition the Nr-cube in Z3 in cubes Qo/ of size 
All. Write (17) as 
where the a-summands are independent variables of wl, w2. 
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Thus I( 17)1 > X is equivalent to 
(24) 
where {A,} in a system of positive numbers satisfying C A, - A. Since the number of 
o’s is bounded by (2) s, th e number of such systems may be taken < e’(l)’ provided M 
satisfies moreover 
Nl 
( > 
3 
xi- log g < A, 
thus 
(25) M > N, A-l/” log A. 
Fix (I and estimate as above 
I 1 >A, . (26) 
Since we may assume a square function bound 
we get 
P-3) 
N,2Ns 1 (A + 10gN#/~ (N,“” + Xl/“)M”/* 
The corresponding contribution to mes [I( 17) 1 > A] is thus bounded by 
(29) 
N;LN3 
(A + log N1)li2 I (N,“” + j,V)J/f”P . 
Recall that 
(30) M = Ns + N1 A-l’” log/I. 
The expression 
(31) 
N,2N3 
(A + log N1)1/2 (N,“” + X1/F)(N;‘2 + N;‘2 A-l/*(log X)V*) 
is larger than 1, so (29) < (2~“‘. 
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Summing over the different {&}-systems preserves this bound. Hence it follows that 
(32) mes[](lG)] > X] < eCCX. 
where (16) corresponds to the contribution of the (Nr j N2, Ns. Nd)-level piece from (14). 
lllilxl N It is clear from the form of estimates (22), (31) that there is a gain when w or + Illlll .X’. 
become large, enabling us to sum up these contributions with the same conclusion 
(33) mes[](14)] > X] < 8’. 
Hence, from the preceding 
(34) 
and also 
mes[Hr(4) - Hr(d,,,) > i] < 5” 
(35) mes [H,(4) > X] < fYCx. 
(5) From conditions (5) (6) (20), the conclusion is thus the following. 
Assume V satis$es 
(36) 
i 
v E L”‘(P), v < c. 
(37) IQ(n)I < 1121pN for some 0 > i. 
Let 
(3X) fh(dw) = 
J 
* lhd2.(1h12 * V) - fQ)[2a.v 
.I 
. l$h12 - a”,]. 
Then ffl(4n;) --f HI(~) U.S. and the Gibbs measures c?~(~‘“Jv) ,~$j&.I’:<B] d/~s converge 
to a weighted Wiener measure 
~N%,j-,o,.:<U, dp, with density in (7 LI.‘(P). 
I’<% 
An example of this is obtained considering for instance for V the indicator function of 
a ball xBh, since 12(n)] N & for Jrb/ + 00 in 30. 
3. Solving the Cauchy problem (I) 
The equation corresponding to the renormalized Hamiltonian is: 
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Since J 1$Ix~12 - . UN is time independent and converges as. to a finite limit, the role of the 
last term in (2) is to introduce an (inessential) phase factor. Hence we assume p(O) = 0. 
The problem is to establish convergence of solutions of the IVP 
when N + oc, for almost all r/j in the support of the Gibbs (or Wiener) measure. Again 
exploiting the invariance of the measure, it suffices to treat the problem locally in time. 
Thus this amounts to establishing a local wellposedness result for the Cauchy problem 
(4) 
1 
ii/, + All, + ( l?/,12 * V)u = 0. 
16(O) = (/I. 
where (i, = CrLEZ,’ &l-l,) ei7’..” ” IS a “typical” field wrt the Wiener measure dir. We solve 
equation (4) by the following iteration scheme. 
Define 
and in general, let 
where ‘u,~ solves the IVP 
The problem then is to show the convergence of the {w,}-sequence, which mainly will 
amount to establish convergence of {+s} (in appropriate spaces). 
Thus first one studies the Cauchy problem 
with random data 
((7~1 means (lnl’+p) ‘1’ here and in the sequel) and with proper assumptions on $ = ,$(:I:. t). 
The additional difficulty here for using randomness of the data 4 = & is that clearly Y,/I is 
also w-dependent. This fact is largely responsible for the later complications. 
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Solve (9) by the usual Picard contraction argument based on the equivalent integral 
equation 
(11) flu(t) = s(t)d, + *i 
I’ 
t 
s(t - T)(‘fj!l.?L)(T)dT; S(t) = e’+‘. 
. 0 
letting It] < 7, 7 sufficiently small depending on the data (6. 
From (IO), the field 6, clearly satisfies 
(12) 11$fll,-,- < x a.s., 
where -i- refers to any exponent < -+ (since we are in 30). 
The estimates on (11) are mainly based on a (periodic version of) Strichartz’ inequality 
(4 Pll) 
(13) Ilei+~fllLlcT:)x[“,l]) I IlfllHi+(n”i 
(resulting from a simple direct calculation of the LA-norm). 
One may, introducing the space-time norms 
deduce the inequality 
(15) IIJ%~(T~~x[o,ll) 2 ~ll~llst+. ++ 
from (13). The norm (14) is understood as a Fourier restriction norm to an appropriate 
time interval [0, T] and hence, for b > i, satisfies 
(16) xs.b[o, T] c cHs [o, T]. 
Interpolating ( 15) and the Hausdorff-Young inequality 
(17) 
one clearly also gets 
lIFIIL4 2 ll~ll4,3 I CII%+. $, 
where the exponents i+, i - are appropriately related. 
Also there is the inequality for small time interval [0, T] 
(19) II~IILYTJx[0.T1) 5 c?:‘IIL’IIA-t+, $ 
with y = O+, f +, f - suitably related exponents. We solve (11) as a fixpoint problem in 
the space X-s,b[O,T] where s = i+, b = i+. Recall assumption (10) as (b. 
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The main point is the estimate on the nonlinear term of (11). One has clearly 
and evaluate 1111,.~ll~ .,h-,[~~~~~. 
We have by duality 
(21) 
with 
(22) 1141~~,.,-~~ 5 1. 
To bound (21) = (r/ 7 * G, G), we perform dyadic partitionings in Fourier space wrt the 
x-variable. Let 
;ii = qn, A) 
;cI = qnl, A,) 
h A 
l/J = 1//(‘112: A,) 
with ‘II = njl + n2 and X = XI + X2. 
Distinguish the following cases: 
(a) InIl > 17221. Thus In/ N lnrl and we get 
I($* G. ??;)I 5 (I$1 * (Inll-sIq, lnl5 ICI) 
(23) F INIILg,, .Il~l~~ll-s~ii)vII~~~,,,,, .ll l~‘lS~O”Il~\IO,b, 
(24) I IIr41L;i> .ll4lx ~. b, .ll4~h, % 
choosing bI < i, p = p(bl) > i appropriately. inequality (23) results from (18) and 
localizations in n, nr. n2 E Z”-variables similarly as in [Bl]. 
Choose 6r with br < 1 - b and write 
(25) Il4l.L ,h, = l14[0,T]l14Y _,,. h, < Ii+“’ I1414L,b[0,T1~ 
From (22), (25) 
(2fj) 
for p > $. 
(b) Inrj 5 172x1. Thus InI 5 1~1 and we get for p > s 
following similar considerations. 
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Thus by (20) (21), (26) (27), it follows 
(28) + ii/ 
s(t - T)(@L)(T)dT 
II 
5 c+“+‘(P)) 
0 S-,,b[O,Tl 
ll1i/llLL,, II4IS~,,.b[O.Tl~ 
Given b = t+, s = i+, choose p > s to ensure that $ - b + c(p - +) = K > 0. 
Thus (28) yields 
Similarly, one gets that 
IIJ 
.t 
(30) S(t - T)[?J(U - V)](T)dT 
0 II -~-s,b[O,~l < ma;,, IIU - ~IIL,~&Tl 
From (29), the right side of (11) is bounded in X-,s,h-norm by: 
(31) IldlH~ + whIIL”,p II4ls-,.b[o,T]~ 
It follows from (31), (30) that, for T sufficiently small (depending on y’,), the map 
t 
(32) u H S@)(b + i 
I 
s(t - T)($m)(T)dT 
. 0 
defines a contraction on an appropriate ball in X-,.b[O, T]. Hence Picard’s fixpoint theorem 
applies. 
The preceding establishes in particular local weliposedness of (9) for typical data (lo), 
assuming rJ E Lgp with p > $,. Also the solution depends in a Lipschitz way on 
$ E L&,,. Thus the convergence of the sequence {u,} defined in (5)-(8) will result from 
the convergence of the sequence {$J~} in LGp. 
Recalling (7) defining I,/J~ at stage s, one expects the smoothing V to satisfy at least 
(33) Ml2 *v E L&P, /J > ;> 
for typical 4 = & given by (10). Clearly the Fourier-coefficient 
(3-l) 
has expectation 
(35) J 1 I&&m)1 dw < In@+. 
Hence one gets typically 
(36) 1$12 E H-l-(T”). 
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Thus to achieve (33), we need 
Our hypothesis here will in fact be stronger, since we assume 
with /j > 2. If we would take V satisfying 
(39) 12’(~/,~)1 < /rrp2 
one obtains 
(40) j$(n)l E H-++(v) 
and in particular $ is given by an absolutely convergent Fourier series. In this situation, 
the arguments below simplify considerably. 
Coming back to the discussion in (9), it follows that the solution *U of (9) on [O. T] may 
be obtained as a multilinear expression 
k, . . . ..k.EP 
(42) 
with 
(43) either A,( = XsJ-l + LL,~~ 
(44) 
and 
(45) 
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It follows from the previous estimate related to the Cauchy problem (9) that for given s 
where (T = $+:/, = i+ and suppq5 c T” x [O,T], T = o(l). 
This fact is shown by induction on s and the inductive step essentially reproduces the 
proof of (29). We omit details. 
Assume 
Denote for simplicity 
Thus it follows from (46) that 
Using representation (41), our next purpose is to estimate 
Here $(r~) = w, r/j and 4 are w-dependent but the c(r~,,%, Jo)-coefficient in (41) are 
fixed numbers independent of $ and the data. 
Denote 71, = W(t)$ the solution of (9) 
(51) 
iti + AWL + y’,t~> = 0, 
u(0) = c/A 
Thus if 
(52) 
then 
(53) IL = c J(n) W(t)e,, 
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and 
In estimating (54), we distinguish the cases rr, # R,’ and 71 = 71,’ 
The next section deals with the case n # rb’. 
We assume 
where p1 = 1+ 
4. Solving the Cauchy problem (II) 
Write form (3.41) 
Hence the ]I ]]HP, -norm of (3.54) for any fixed t E [O, T] yields the following expression 
(There is in fact an extra time-exponential that will play no role in what follows however.) 
To estimate (2) fix s, s’. We specify sizes: 
(4) lb, [ - KS, (1 5 sr < s). Ikb, I - K,il (1 5 s1 < s’) 
and denote 
(5) K = maxK,, , K’ = maxKzil, P = n;fCq,, p’ = q’p, . 
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Our purpose is to make several estimates that will complement each other. These estimates 
will either exploit PDE-aspects related to solving the Cauchy problem (3.51) in particular 
inequality (3.49), or will be of a more probabilistic nature. 
(a) Write for the corresponding contribution to (2), by (3.38) 
Since the c-coefficients are fixed numbers and 
(7) p - p1 = 1t 
there is the w-expectation of (6) 
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz for the I, $-integration in (8) yields since 
./ 
c(n,kJq2dp = O(l), 
(9) J1i2- 
nlkl-P,IIlk’i-P’ 
c ll’?& ~~~k~~~2 [ c 
Since by (3.56) (pr = l+) 
(10) ( c ll&lli) 1/Z < p-l- and ( 1 II&./[\;) 1’2 < (p/)-l- 
nlk1-P IIJk’l-P’ 
another application of Cauchy-Schwarz to (9) gives 
(11) J1/2-(pp’)-1- c 
1 112 
Il~k~-P.n~k’/-P’ 
Im - c Icy17n - c PI2 1 
lmlirM,~m’l-.bf m’-rn=J 
5 J1’2-(PP’)-1- (n/r A M’)3 
[ 
P3(Pl)3 112 
W(M’)2 I 
J1/2-(pp’)1/2- 
5 (M + &p)W . 
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Hence we may assume that 
(12) 
ppI > (M + MY’+ 
.Jl- 
In certain cases, previous bound may be improved. 
Assume for instance s 2 3, dim[k1. . . kT] < 2 and let II, w be a basis for the lattice 
Z” n [k,!. . . k,?]. For III] N K ]TU - W the number of possible k- = {k;,. . k,} systems 
with ]kr] - Kr, ]ka] N K2, . . . ]kS] - K, is clearly bounded by 
(13) 
Thus 
(14 #{#k’s} < P2+ 
here, improving on the general bound I’” used above. The factor P in (12) may then 
be removed. 
(b) Dropping the Gaussian factors in (6) and applying Cauchy-Schwarz, we get also 
the bound 
(16) < J1’2- 
The expressions between { } may be estimated from (3.39). The point here is that (3.49) 
holds with the ]]$]lL;,/,+ -estimate, while here IJI is assumed bounded in L’$“, , /jl = l+. 
Consequently, (3.49) implies that: 
and 
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Hence we may also assume (cJ: (12)) 
(19) P.P’ < (J.M.M’)l 
(c) Write 
(:(rrL-~k,k.~)c(rr6-~-~k’,k’ )p/)&n - c k) &rL - j - c k’)] 12} 1’2 
(21) < J-l- 4q4w~ P’)I 
&I ,z, [FI dp?j(k, p) c(m - ck, k, p)&n - c )I k ~>I-,,-*, 
Consider for fixed %?, 2 the matrix 
WI l? = (r,,,j) I,lil-M where I’,,,,j = C(T~ - j - C k’, k’, p’) Ym-‘-Ck’ IM-.I Im - j - C k’) ’ 
From the estimate in Al we have thus 
This gives for fixed k’, p’ the following bound on { }lj2 in (21): 
{. . .}W < log(&J + &f’) 
[ 
c I 2 112 (53) drrL - c Ic’, Ic’,lL ) 
Irn'l~M' 
(m' - c k'(2 1 
The last factor {. . .)‘/“} in (24) . IS estimated using the PDE-bound (17). This yields 
(25) (24) < log(M + Mt) 
[ 
C 
lm’l-Al 
‘Cm - C “7 k’, fi’)‘] l”( 6) 1’21~~1~~9, 
1771’ - c k’l2 
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It follows that 
(26) (21) <*J-l- log(M + M’). 11w 
c(m’ - c k’, k’, p’)Z 1’2 
/m’ - c k’(2 1 I . 
Estimate {. . .} in (26) applying Cauchy-Schwarz wrt C,, ,I’ &A’. This gives thus 
(27) (20), (21) < 
< 
Hence, symmetrizing the role of the factors, yields the bound 
(28) is clearly conclusive provided 
(29) .I-M+M’>Mr\M 
Hence, we may assume 
(30) M N M’ 2 J and 
P 
-< 
1 + P’ 
We will assume from here on that .J ( M = M’. 
(d) Considering expression (20) 
linearize the j-summation and apply Cauchy-Schwarz WIT XI, .I’ dp to get 
djh’c(m, - j - C k’, k’, EL’) 
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where 
(33) 
We use here the fact 
(34) 1111//12 < Pep’ = P-l- and [/~/II2 5 (P/)-l-. 
Consider the matrix IY = I’” when 
(35) 
To bound III’)), consider I’r* where 
(36) 
(rr*)(rn, m’) = C %-c k%n’-c k 
k Im-Ck;lIm’-Ck( 
To calculate (36), we need to go back to the definition (42) of the c(r~,%,p)-coefficients 
and consider the different possibilities according to the definition of the X,+. Consider for 
instance the case where the X,+ are given by (44) (the other’s may be treated similarly). 
Since 
(37) [In + X;I + . . . + k;,g I2 - In + kl + . . . + ks,-$] 
- [la’ + kh + . . . + k,f I2 - [‘I),’ + kl + . . . + l&l-1 I”] = (n, - n’, k,!), 
(36) yields 
Estimates on the matrix (38) are obtained in (A3) and it is shown that 
(3!)) jlr*rll < 2 + pl+iogM 
(the first term coming from the diagonal contribution). Hence 
(4’1) jpll < G + P1’2+ log M. 
Coming back to (32) and applying the estimate (40) yields clearly the bound 
(4-1) &+(T + gg) 
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Case s’ = 0. - Then (41) yields 
and from (A2) and (33), we get clearly the estimate 
(43) 
1 
( 
p/2- 
,p+ h/f- 
+ Mf+ 
pf+’ 
> 
Case s’ > 1. - We will make two different estimates on { }l/’ in (41). 
First estimate 
Removing in (41) the j-summation, estimate by Cauchy-Schwarz 
To estimate the expression { }r/’ in (44) for fixed j, apply again the bound (40) for 
the dual r* 
Thus we have 
,p*,, <vv+ F + (P’)++log 111. 
hence 
and from (44), (47) 
(4% 
pu- 
(41); (44) < .Jl/‘- 7$f- + $q [ “‘jy + g/$+]. 
[ 
Second estimate 
Using Cauchy-Schwarz with respect to (Ic’, IL’) and (34), estimate the expression { }lj2 
in (41) by 
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Fix Ic’, p’ and consider the matrix r with 
(50) I7 = c(m-PEW’,P’) 1’1 >I 
Im-j-Cl/ g--j-c k’ 
OS norm bounded by (from (Al)) 
W) ( c c(m-j-~k’,k’,p’)2 1’2 m’ > +pJ$k’12 . 
Thus we get the following bound on (49) 
(52) 
Thus instead of (48), there is also the estimate 
(53) (41)< &($+$q 
We get thus from (48), (53) the estimate 
112 
(54) log M 
J1/2- (pp/)& jj,fi (PI)+- 
(pp/)1/2+’ j,,f+ Jl+ + J1+ p&+ log IM . 
Recall at this point (12), (19) which with our hypothesis J 5 M - M’ implies 
(55) 
and also (30) 
(30) 
Ml+ 
.71- < PP’ < (JM2)l- 
The preceding shows that the first bound (48) is conclusive provided J < PP’. Assume 
thus J > PP’, hence J > M1/2. From (54) 
(56) (31) < O(1) + g 
( > 
l/2 
and inverting the role of the factors, one may thus conclude again. 
Consequently, the cases s 2 1, s’ 2 1 are taken care of and it remains to consider 
the cases s 2 1, s’ = 0. 
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(e) Case s’ = 0, s = 1. 
Recall the bound (43) for s’ = 0 
Since form (30), (55) we may assume 
(58) 
the second term of (57) is OK. The first term is for s = 1 OK also unless P = K >> M 
In this case however the denominator 1m - C X:1 = 1m - k:l in (35) satisfies 
(59) l*rrr~ - c x:1 - K 
and hence 
(fi0) llrll < qp + !p+ 
instead of (40). In particular the first term of (57) is replaced by 
which is again conclusive. 
Consider next the cases s > 2. s’ = 0. 
Linearizing the j-summation in (6) permits to estimate by 
where 
(64) 
(65) 
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(f) Cme s = 2, s’ = 0. 
Estimate ]]I’]]82~az by interpolation 
(67) Ilmw 5 Ilrll;~~,/ Il~llf~;,~. 
To evaluate ]]I’]]Pr;zp~, fix 51 E Z”: ]lcr] - Kr, ,LL~ E W and consider 
Again the different possibilities for the c(m - c k, %, jI)-coefficients defined in (42)-(44) 
need to be considered and they may be treated similarly to 
(69) 
l(mh) - &k?) - P2I 
where E = (k,, kz) E Z” x Z” and ji = (pr, ,u*) E R x R. We assume further 
k:r = [kr], kg = [kz]. To deal with the general case, write II = gt [k,], k2 = q2.[k2], 
q, E Z and perform a summation over ql, q2. 
(i) As.sume,first Ikil - K, zz M(i = 1,2) and Im, - ,sI N M. 
For fixed kI E Z3, 1-1~ E R define the sets: 
(70) E = EF,,~~.R, = {rn E Z”] ]nh] N M and I(w~,kl) - plI N RI}. 
From (A4) and the assumption on ICI = [k:,], it follows that 
(71) #E < $,l,. 1 
By (69), (65), the RI-contribution to (68) is thus 
(72) 
(73) 
It follows from (66) and (AZ!) that 
Hence, from (73), (74) (71) we get 
(75) (73) < ,?R 
1 
JE11/2(IE11/2+ + ,~“/2+) < ~l+g + ~3/lil”+$q/2, 
1 
Summing over R, yields thus 
(76) (68) < w+.$ + .J3~rWo+-g 
1 
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Thus 
(77) (67) < Ml+2 + <J3/2 MO+ $]1’2 [j\l’+g + ,I”/2 n/To+ $,1,2 
1 2 
This yields clearly the following estimate for (63): 
(78) --!-- ’ 
MJl+ K;+K;+ 477) 
MO+ K;- fJ1/2- K2- tJ1/2- K;- Ii2 
J1+ K,2+ + Ml- K+ Ml- &-3/z+ 
2 1 
which square is bounded by 
MO+ 1 1 
F PO+ + .J1/2+M1- 
K1/2- 1 ;;- pi- 
which is taken care of by the assumption (58). 
(ii) Assume K1 > M. 
Since P = K1 K2 < 5, it follows that K2 = o(M) and hence IsI = Ik:l + k2 / N Kl 
Thus we have (m - .sI - K, in (62) and 
(80) 
instead of (71). 
Since (80), (75) has to be replaced by 
(81) &(MR,) + 
1 1 
&(MRl)‘I’.I:‘12+ 
and (76) by 
K” 
M1+-2+ J 
Kl ’ 
3/2+~1,2’K2” 
KJ 
For the second factor. we obtain 
(83) 
Since K1 > M, (82)l/‘(83) ‘/’ < (77) and the preceding estimate still holds. 
(iii) Assume K2 < K1 5 M and Irn - SI - B < M. 
Since for fixed k, m, clearly ranges in a set of size B, we get by (A4): 
(84) 
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Hence (72) yields 
(x5) 
K2” w2 + m4 7)ltE 1 lblnl < R (&jy K2) Ry2 1 
(ET+q2 [H:/2(~+,)“2+,~:~,2] 
and the contribution 
for the first factor instead of (76). 
Hence for (63) we get the bound 
(87) 
which is again conclusive. 
(g) Case s = 3, s’ = 0. 
Consider (63) as a trilinear form in li,( ki, 11,~) (i = I, 2,s) which we estimate interpolating 
between 
(l;oc,oo); (02,1,33),(co,Dc). l),(lJ.l). 
We may assume dim[kl, k2; k3] = 3, since otherwise the estimate from (a) is conclusive. 
We proceed as above in (R. 
Thus the bound on the (1, 00, oo)-norm is given by: 
where {b,,,} is given by (66) and EX,IL, n, by (70) 
Let 
(X9) M A 1711 - sl - B. 
Then for fixed x, m ranges in a set of diameter 5 B and hence, by (A4) 
(90) 
(assume again ki = [ki]). 
Hence, by (A2), we get the estimate for (88): 
(91) 
and hence 
(!)a) (88) < M’+K;K; (&+F) 
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For the (1, 1, 1) norm, we get for fixed k. p (93) 
since from the assumption dim[kl, k.2, k.31 = 3, (m, k;) = 0 (*i = 1,2,3) + m = 0. 
Thus (92), (93) yield the following bound on (63): 
(94) MptJl+ ~[K.:h;j(~+J’l’)]1’4[...]1”[...]1’4(~)1’i. 
Taking the 4th power yields 
(95) 
If in (95) at most 1 B-factor appears, write the bound 
assuming P < $. 
If two B-factors in (95), write 
WI 
Pl- K.B 
If K 5 M, (97) is conclusive. Otherwise Irrr, - .sI - K in (62) and (97) may thus be 
multiplied with a factor ($)” < $, which is again conclusive. 
If three B-factors, (95) gives 
(98) 
Pl-B2 
J5/2+M4- 
which concludes the discussion. 
(h) s 2 4, s’ = 0. 
Again we may assume dim[kl, k.2> Icy, k.4, . .] > 3 since otherwise the estimate given 
in (a) is conclusive. 
Assume first s = 4 and assume 
(99) dim[lcl, ka] = 2 = dim[ka, k4] 
which is clearly possible by previous assumption. 
Estimate ]]I’]] interpolating between “~r,L,rk~L,,L.L &3~:,,,,1,1;,,,,1 and its dual. 
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Let in (65) 
The bound on the Pc@‘-norm is thus 
for given (h,fh), (k2.p.2). 
Consider the sets: 
Since dirn[kr, kz] = 2, [(vL, kl) = 0] n [(m, k,) = 0] is l-dimensional and consequently 
(103) #E < RlRzB. 
Thus the corresponding contribution to (101) is: 
< $$$(#E)~I~ ((gE)1/2 + J312) 
< s (R1RzB)1’2((R1R2B)1’2 + J”‘2). 
This yields a bound 
(106) Ilrlleceeel < K,3K,3 J”‘2. 
Hence (63) is bounded by 
(107) ~ Jl; pl+(K~K,3J"/2)1/2(KBK~J~/2)1/2 = p1'2;"2- < (5) 
&-J+ 
. . 
~, 
For s > 4, one proceeds as above with four factors ICI : k2, k3, kg such that 
dim[kr, k2, k3, kq] > 3 and let the other factors contribute for IIi>4Ki’-. applying 
Cauchy-Schwarz in (63) with respect to (ki, pi)-integration for i > 4. 
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The previous discussion takes care of estimating (54) considering the contribution of 
71, # n’. We get that for t E [O,T]: 
II 
< C. 
Hi’, 
Moreover, if n # m or n’ # 7n’, a bound F]]JI](L;SPI is gotten. 
Also, if we consider the flows IV,,, (t), WV,1 (t) by letting in (50) $ = $t i ,4’, = &, the 
preceding analysis clearly implies a bound for the difference 
(109) IN C g(n) Y&5 (WQQ, (t)en, e,) (IV,,, (t)e7,,, en,!) F(7n - 7r1/) ei(‘n-Tri’)..r n#n’,m;nL 1 
(110) ~“IlGl - 7?alL&, LO, Tl. 
This statement is true with large probability wrt to Wiener measure (conditions relate to 
estimates on expressions in the 8(n) with numerical coefficients, independent of $) as 
long as ]]$JI]]~~~~, ])$a]]L;,,, remain suitably bounded. 
5. Solving the Cauchy problem (III) 
Coming back to (3.50), it remains to examine the case 12 = r~’ for which we get (’ ) 
(1) 
with HP1-norm 
(‘) 
There is the difference with (1) 
which is easily reducible to (4.2) 
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Recall that IV(t) is the solution operator of (47). Thus u = W(t)q solves the IVP 
(&I) 
1 
iiL+Au+$u=O, 
u(0) = 7). 
Since II, is real and W(t) is onto, W(t) is unitary and thus for j # 0: 
(5) C(W(t)en7em)(w(t)a, h+j) = (w(t)*e,, w(t)*e,,+j) = (ena, e,,+j) = 0. 
n 
Since $ E LLp,, pr > 1, it also follows from the discussion of the Cauchy problem that 
in particular W(t) maps N’(T3) to itself and also 
where 
(7) sup (c ,n(m, n),2) 1’2 < c, slip (c ,a(m, n,,2) 1/Z < c 
n m a 
and also 
where [0, T] is a small 
It follows from (5), 
time interval as earlier. 
(6) that: 
&l”(“)““. f=kJW(th, em+.j)l 
1ml-A 
Q$ c 
(M + Inl)lm - n[ a(m, n) n(m + j, n) 
(?lXlWM,Tl InI Jm, - nlPl lrn, + j - nlPl 
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Linearizing (3) and substituting (8) yields thus ((x,h,l’)lli 5 1) 
(‘3) 
To bound (9), we use the following matrix estimates: 
LEMMA 10. - For $xed n, let ,4 be dejked by 
(11) 
then 
(12) 
Proof. 
where 
(13) 
A 
u(m + ,;. 71) 
rrL’.J = 1 m + ;j - fr/, 1 (Ijl 5 .J). 
Write 
IlAll i J”* (c la(rn, 7’)lJ) l’?. 
II, 
c IA~W 1 IAw, I =F u(7n + jl: 7~) u(m + j2,7h) 
m 
Iv1 + ,jl - nl lvt + j2 -7tl 
2 
[ 
c Iu(m + j,, 742 I+ + k?> 74” 1/J 
,,L Ij,-j21+1 1 
(by Cauchy-Schwarz) 
Hence, another application of Cauchy-Schwarz yields 
< - 
/j,,<.7 kl - ,d + w2 
c 
[ 
l/2 
Cl ( 
a m + jl, 7b)12 ja(7n -I- j,,7~)12 
,rL 1 
5 J C la(m, 71,)j2 
m 
implying (12). 
LEMMA 15. - For jixed m, let A be given by 
(16) A 
a(7n + j, n) 
n’J = lm+;j-nl (IA < J). 
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Then 
(17) l/All 5 .J”’ 
Proof. - Similar to Lemma 10. 
Returning to (9), distinguish the cases In) < M, 1’1),1 2 M. 
Case (a): III,’ < M 
(9) gives 
(18) J-‘nil-’ 
and from Lemma 10 and (7) 
Case (ii) In I > A4 
Write (9) as 
P-0) <J-l M-’ 
which by Lemma 1.5 and (7) is bounded by 
(21) (‘5-1hf-2!$ ?J112 < CtJ-1/2, 
In fact, since j # 0, either rn # rh or m + j # r~ in (9) and (7’) gives the estimate 
,J~-‘~‘T”ll?i/llL~,l instead of (21). 
The preceding is conclusive if .J > 111’. (it remains to sum over dyadic M-values). Thus 
to conclude the argument, it will suffice to establish an inequality: 
where Ijl < M O+ is fixed. Also, since (6) holds with p1 > 1 and (8) only uses the 
1~1 - 711-deliminator, we may restrict in (22) the summation to lrn - 711 < MO+. Hence 
it suffices to prove that 
with /.jt 1, 151 < MO+ fixed and jr # 0: j2 # 0. 
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In fact, we prove that (j # 0) 
Recall at this point that 
(25) ‘UT, = W(t)e,, 
satisfies the integral equation 
*t 
(26) t&(t) = &(t) + 1: 
.i 
s(t - 4bnTw)~T 
0 
where 
Further 
for some b > i and the second term in (26) satisfies for ItI < T 
Since in (24) j # 0, only the second term in (26) contributes to (uTL(t)! f~,,+~). Since 
IwIlL;, < C and (29), it suffices clearly to bound 
(30) 
where 
w 
and 
K < MO+. 
Rewrite (30) in Fourier as 
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and by (28) bounded by 
where 
(34) 
Write 
Hence. either 
(36) 1 ,nl12-Xllb I ,n+j,2-X1-pI > 12(n,k:)+2(j,~)-lk12-~lb.I I~++~l-P 
01 
(37) I IhI - qb I ln +A2 - h - I-L1 > p+, k) + 2(i k) - Jk12 - PI I 1TL112 - x11”. 
In both cases, application of Cauchy-Schwarz in estimating the Xl-integration in (33) 
and (34) yield the bound 
(38) ES 
I&% P)I 
Ik(<K,k#O dp 1 + 12(n, k) + 2(j, k) - ,k,2 - /L,b. 
In (24), summation over 1121 N A4 is performed. Since k # 0 in (38), this yields 
(39) (24) 5 c (38) < M2 
c SdpJp,<Ml+ dp 
I&, h) I 
14-M Ikl<K,k#O 1 + )2p + 2(j, k) - IF,2 - p,b 
5 M2 c / dp ipl<Ml+ & 1 $‘“‘,llb. 
IkIcK 
Splitting in (39) the p-integration in: 
(40) IPI < Ml+, 
(41) IPI ’ Ml+ > %I, 
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one easily deduces that 
(42) (24), (39) < ~2&+“+ zz hfi++ < n/IA- 
which is the required bound on the left side of (24). 
This completes the proof that for III < T: 
Also, again if we consider (1) for flows IV,,;, (t) and PVi.> (t) corresponding to li, = $1. ,(ij? 
in (3.51), the difference for ItI < T = o(l) 
is bounded by 
Returning to (54), (4.109), (4.110) together with (44), (45) show that: 
(46) II[l%(t)+12 * VI - [Iwdt)dd2 * V]li~;,, [o,q < T”+$, - ,Y/&;~,>, 
holds for all $t7 g2 bounded in LLP, by T-“, except for 4 taken in a small set (an 
exceptional set of Wiener measure < e-1/T”, independent of ,@I1 41~). 
Thus coming back to the iteration procedure (3.5)-(3.8), one gets thus that 
(47) /I~L~fl - ~(lj.~IIL;,,‘, = llhs+112 * VI - [l,k12 * V]llCfr,, < T”ll& - ~~R~-lllL;,l,l 
and hence convergence, except for 4 = & taken in a set of measure < emliT*. 
From the discussion in section 3, the same statements hold for the convergence of the 
sequence {G} in X-+-;h+[O,T]. 
This completes the discussion of (3.1)-(3.4) local in time. 
The extension of the local in time result to a global one may then be carried out as for 
NLS in lD, 2D, exploiting the Gibbs measure invariance. 
APPENDIX 1 
Consider the random matrix A = A” defined as 
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where {gp} are independent L2-normalized Gaussians and {Q} a fixed scalar sequence 
(I E ZD). Then, for Ill < M, we have 
Proof. - Estimate 
Observe that 
(4) 
where 
(5) 
hence 
f(x) 
(6) 
Consequently 
(7) (3) I 
= 
llflll i 11lhl 5 1. 
(8) 
proving (2). 
APPENDIX 2 
Consider the random matrix 
(1) A = A” with A,,j = gm-j for m E E, Ijl 5 J, 
here m, j E Z” and E c Z” is a finite set. 
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iE,[IIAWIIp,& < [log((Ej + .J)]“.(lEI”” + J3’2) 
Observe that if 
then 
From (3) and the preceding, it follows from Dudley’s theorem on estimating Gaussian 
processes and the fact that Fourier transform is an L2-isometry 
(4) / IIA”lldW 5 /-I log N(Q * CJJ; m#‘%t = 
.! 
‘a[logN(6E.6J; tB*)]%t. 
0 0 
Here N(Rr, tB) refers to the usual covering number of R by translates of tB. Thus 
we are reduced to estimate the L2-entropy numbers of the set iTE.iTJ. Observe that hE 
(resp. 5~) equals (L&)1 = {f E span[eiY.“l! E E]l llflll < 1) (resp. (Ls),). 
Let fr , f2 E 5E and gr? g2 E 6.J. Write 
(5) IlflSl - f2g2112 I II If1 - f2l 1911 II2 + II I91 - 921 If21 112. 
We give several estimates 
(6) (i) (5) I llfl - f2llm + II91 - .!?2llm. 
Hence 
(7) logN(bE.5J; U32) < log N(iiE> tL?,) + log N(6.1, tI3,). 
One has in general 
(8) 
Hence 
(9) 
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and similar 
(10) log N@J, t&x,) ~5 f J3 (log J). 
From (7), (9), (10) we get thus 
(11) (4) 5 (10g1M)~‘?(E~~/~ + (log J)3’2 J3’2. 
(ii) Estimate next for large q by Hblder’s inequality: 
(12) II Ifi - fill911 112 I llfl - f2ll2q ll91ll2*’ 
Ildl~qllfi - f2112q 
I J3’2qllfi - fillzq. 
Thus 
(13) log N(&.bJ, tB2) < log N(eE, tJ-3’2q B2q) + log N(iiJ, t B,) 
and by (X), the first term is bounded by 
Using (14) instead of (9), this yields 
(15) 5 fi J3’2q.IE(1’2[log(J.lIEj)] + (log J)3’2J3’2. 
Choosing q N log J, we get 
(16) (4) 5 (log J)3’2 [lE11’2. log [El + J3”] 
proving (2). 
APPENDIX 3 
We prove inequality (39) for the matrix A = IT* given by (38): 
Contribution of the diagonal terms is 
(2) 
P3 
M2+K2’ 
(‘) Since A = IT*, we may clearly fix the Im - C ICI - A (at the cost of an extra factor P”) and hence let 
Im-Ckl-Im’-Ckl. 
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For the off-diagonal, the Gaussians may be decoupled and we get thus 
(3) 
with g, g’ independent systems. 
Recall that Ikil N E(,! P = IlKi. Let K = K1 > K2 > . . . 
Denote s = c ki. Assume first s # 0: 
(4) 
Let In% - m’ I - Am. Writing (‘) ‘rrl, - 7n’ = d[rrr - rrr.‘]. d E Z and applying (A4) to bound 
the number of solutions of [7n - rn’].k: = 0 
(5) c n Ck=s l(7rb - f,i; kjl 
c 1 1 k:!,k,l, l(7n - rn’,s) - (m - rn’,k2) - (7, - m’, k3) . . . j.\(7n - m’, k21 l(7n - 7n’, Ics)l . 
’ l(m -Lnl. s)lniz2 
(q++Jg). 
Hence (4), (5) yield clearly for (3) 
(6) 
where 
(7) 
Our aim is to show that 
(8) 
so that (6) yields 
&[X” + 
(9) 
p3+ 
-=c __ +rl+logIK 
- M2 
(3) [m] = (m; ,ml . mi) with gc:d( u/,‘, ~11;. VJ.;) = 1. 
(‘) We do not mention additional bounded factors (independant of the random variables w. LJ’) that will not 
affect the estimates below. 
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The contribution of s = 0, i.e. 
has a norm estimated by 
( 11) 
1 
M2 c 
Iml-Am,c k=O 
This contribution only appears when at least two factors are present (s > 2). 
One gets 
< $(Am!y $ J&3 
< pl+ + 4Ep* < pl+ + g < p+ + g 
Thus it remains to prove estimate (8) for (7) in order to establish (39). Take IsI - S # 0. 
Assume first Im - sl, lrr~’ - s/ 2 M. Thus we consider 
(13) 
Write 
(14 (C*C)(ml,m2) = 1 
g(m - sl) g’ (ml - SI) g(m - s2) g’(m2 - SP) 
. “1.52fO 
l(fm - ~n~,sl)l I(m - m2, s2)I 
777 
Contribution of s1 # ~2, ml - *m2 # s1 - ~2. 
The four factors in (14) may then be assumed independent. 
We get for the corresponding contribution the estimate (from HS-norm with UL, m’ 
restricted to an interval I of size Am,) 
( 
l/2 < r,t,,g,E, l(m- 
1 
‘ml, a)121(m - m2, 52)12 ) ’ 
5, .s2 
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Assume S 5 M. Then 
S” AM” $ $ 
(16) c ...< r T T T = S”.Am”.M4 5 K4Am3.M4 
nLI ,nq,mtr s 1 ) s 2 m 
“132 Ull 
rr12 
Assume S > M, then 
(17) ... c < S4Am3.M4 5 K4.Amj3.M4 
ml,m‘g,mEI 
s1 .s* 
Sl s2 
and from (16), (17) 
w (15) < K2.AmI”12.M2. 
Contri+tion of s1 # ~2, ml - m2 = s1 - s2 
(14) yields 
(19) 
"1 ,g... 
S(m - sl)g(m - ~2) 
b - 7121, sl)l l(m - m2, s2)l' 
51-S~=m,-ni> 
Denote 7~ = m - s1 
-+ Cdn)I?(n+ml -m2) C 
n. ( s, I(n, + -91 - ml, sl)l . [(n :S, - m2, s1 - ml + m2)j > 
(7n1 # m2). The corresponding contribution to the HS-norm is thus 
Estimate the inner sum c,, . by Cauchy-Schwarz 
-I 
1 
1 
112 Z ml ,nlg,., 7; tn + s1 - ml, s1)2 (n + s: + ml - 2m2, ~‘2)~ , (s; = ~3: - rn,l + m2), 
={ 1 I 
l/2 
ml ,m:..,.m trn - l, ,?I)~ (m - sl + sk + ml - 2m2, s;)2 ,(m=n+sl), 
(20) (ml = m2 + sl - s$, - (ml - mz)), 
which is expression (15) and hence bounded by (18). 
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Contribution for s1 = s2 
Corresponding contribution to (14) is 
(‘21) c g'(m1 - s)g'(ma - s) nit, [(m - ml. s)l [(m - 7n2; s)l 
sf,i 
5 (A7rQ2 log Am c 
g’(7n1 - s) g’(m2 - s) 
/(ml - h7,2,s)j ’ S#O 
(22) 
C 
- ( Am)2 log AmC( ml, n12) if rn,l # 17~2 
- (Am)’ log AmS3 < (Am)’ log AmK” if ml = m2 
Collecting estimates (1) and (22), it follows thus that: 
(23) jlC*Cll < K2(Am)3/2M2 + (A7r~)~ logAmllC(l + (Am)2K3 
hence 
(24) llC/l < K(Am)3’4M + Am.K312 + (Am)” log Am < K3 + K(Am) logAm,.M 
(25) IlBll < g + K.(Am)2Am 
which is inequality (8). 
Assume next lrn - sI - A - Im’ - sl, A < M. Thus Am 5 A and let m,m’ E I 
where I is some interval of size Am and s E r = A-neighborhood of I. We have 
(26) B(m, m’) N & 1 
g(m - s) g’(m’ - s) 
I(“-m’,s)I 
= &- C(m,m’), 
SEi S#U 
with m, 7n’ E I. We next repeat the estimates. 
Instead of (16), (17), (18) we get 
(27) 
C 
1 
> 
112 
mg;I (m - ml, t71)2(m - 7n2: s2)2 
< 
< (A~L)~‘~A~. 
This is also a bound for the second contribution. 
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For the s1 = s2 contribution, we get 
c g’(ml - s) g’(rrb.2 - s) 
,,rtl l(m - m,s)l lb - Q4 
,Ei..,;rll 
for which we get 
(28) (Am)2+C(ml, m2) + (Arr~)~A%(rn~ - Q). 
This yields the estimate 
(29) IlC’Cll < (Aw~)~“A~ + (Arr~)~+[lCll + (AT~)~A~> 
thus 
(30) IlCll < (A~I).A~‘~. 
For the corresponding contribution to IlBll, (26) yields 
(31) z < M3f4 < ~314 
since P 2 1.~1 N M if Im - sl << M. In particular (25) holds. 
This proves (8), hence (39) 
(32) llAl[ < $ + P1+ log M. 
APPENDIX 4 
Fix k E Z3. Write 
(1) k = d.[k] 
with d E Z and [k] E Z3, [k] = (k’, , kb, A$) satisfying 
(2) 
The set 
(3) G1 = {m E Z31 17~~1 < M and m.k = 0} 
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satisfies 
Similarly, for I C Z3 an interval and (L E Z, the set 
(5) G:2 = {m E I1m.k = u} 
satisfies 
where (11 denotes the size of 111. 
Proof. - The second statement is clearly a consequence of the first. Assume 
,+ = [k] = ( I%~, Ic2, ICY). Let 4 = gcn( k2, IQ). Thus kI and q are relative prime and 
the equation 
(7) m.k = mlkl + m2k2 + m3k3 = 0 
implies that q/ml. Hence ml is taken in a set with at most 1+ y-elements, since 1’1111 < M. 
For fixed ml, consider the solutions (m2, m3) of the equation 
(xl rnzk2 + m3k3 = -mlkl 
01’ 
(5’) 
where 
m2kh + rn3kG = 0, 
(kz, k3) = dk;, k;). 
Since k&, ki are relative prime, the number of solutions of (9) with Irn2 1, Irn31 < M is 
at most 
(10) N 
Hence the number of solutions of (8) in (rn2; m3) is at most 
and the number of solutions of (7) in (ml 1 m2,7113) is at most 
Inequality (4) clearly follows. 
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